
The Skeleton-Man Show  

What the Terror of Death Teaches Us



From birth man must face the inevitable;

• That he will die,

• That ultimately he alone is responsible for his attitude in life,

• That invariably he is an isolated being separate from all else, and

• That only he can determine his meaning in life 



These existential conditions of life may fill 
us with dread, but may also serve as a 
light house that can motivate authenticity 
and maturity and lead us back to what is 
really important in life



With Skeleton-Man as your colourful guide and captain on a 50 minutes journey we will explore what these considerations 
offers modern man and how we can use existential thoughts to better our chances for a rich and fulfilling life



Importantly, the existential givens 
of life also affect how we behave 
in organisational settings - often 
in ways we are completely 
unconscious about

From an organisational perspective this makes 
it imperative to have an understanding of the forces 
that rule deep in the human psyche since these flow 
through all organisational drama

Hence the show is also designed to open for a fuller 
understanding of the relation between an 
organisation and its’ members and the fundamental 
dynamics that set the path from wishes and 
choices to decision, consensus, direction and action



One may think existential questions and themes are complicated but 
nothing could be further from the truth  

We all have “deep thoughts” from time to time and there is nothing 
inherently difficult about them  

To reap the full benefits, however, a captivating guide may be 
necessary to fully unleash the flood of important and deeply personal 
questions we all have rushing within



The presentation is accompanied by a series of unique photos by 
internationally renowned photographer, Semko Balcerski



Duration of show: 50 minutes


Show Elements: Keynote Presentation 
incorporating sound, visuals and lights 

Technical details and pricing

Price: DKK 25.000

Requirements: A dark / semi dark 
auditorium or other suitable space 
equipped with projector and on-site 
technical assistance. Speaker system 
pending on venue and size of audience



The Skeleton-Man project was conceived in 2004 by Master of Law, DJ, 
Writer and Storyteller, Michael Wolffhechel (b. 1969) 


At heart Skeleton-Man is created to embody a celebration of the two 
extremes of existence. Joyful and carefree being through Rhythm & 
Dance, and mindful and careful being through Silence & Contemplation


Death is the ground note in life to which all must answer. We know that. 
But how do we answer? In his show What the Terror of Death Teaches 
Us Skeleton-Man suggests a path to an answer by introducing the 
audience to the Ultimate Concerns of Life; Death, Freedom, Aloneness 
and our Search for Meaning

Building on the works of 
Søren Kierkegaard and with 
the use of lights, sounds 
and captivating imagery you 
are guaranteed a mind 
blowing experience that will 
leave you spinning with 
thoughts well after curtain 
call


www.skeleton-man.com

http://www.skeleton-Man.com


Youtube Channel LinkedIn www.skeleton-man.com
MixCloud

E-mail +45 93 905 905

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQnziuTC6v27Sjb7tuZZveg?view_as=subscriber
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8351781/
http://www.skeleton-man.com
https://www.mixcloud.com/SkeletonMan/
mailto:info@skeleton-man.com
https://www.facebook.com/DJSkeletonMan/

